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Knife Edge Gate Valve

We are occupied with offering as **Knife Edge Gate Valves Suppliers** of broad extent of Knife Gate Valve to our patrons. Our valve is made utilizing quality carbon steel and covered with a clean to keep the surface from rust.

This valve is fabricated by making utilize premium quality materials and refined systems. Besides, customers can profit this Knife Gate Valve from us in various measurements according to their necessities inside the guaranteed time span.
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Flush Bottom Valves

Our firms Flush Bottom Valve is extensively requested for giving dead space free closed off for reactors, autoclave, and capacity tanks and guaranteeing simple waste. Our Flush Bottom Valves India is supplied at the various pharmaceutical, petrochemical and mineral processing industries.

We have been indulged to design this product with the solid steel combination, it has tough auxiliary arrangement with low support & we accomplish the sales at the nominal price.
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Non Return Valves

Our company has been efficiently indulged as Non Return Valves Manufacturers which permits a means to circulation in just a single course. Our valves are utilized with combining loops in cooling and heating systems to assure proper working. It is suited to guarantee a means circulates via a pipe in the correct course.

The circulation through our valve induces a moderately vast stress drop, which must be considered when outlining the system than the others products.
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Industrial Strainers

We are known to be an enduring association effectively occupied with assembling and providing a quality definite scope of Industrial Strainers. These are utilized in substantial distance across air and gas channels for expelling contaminants.

We make this strainers with ideal quality materials for betterment against corrosion and for its toughness. We offer our items at the financially savvy costs.
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**Y-Strainers**

We are one of the astounding manufacturers of Y-Strainers in Gujarat. These Y-Strainers are generally utilized in application where the measure of solids to be expelled is little and the continuous wipe out isn't required.

Our strainers are accessible at ostensible costs in the market and these are completely tried to guarantee its highlights like flawless functioning, longer life and erosion opposition include.
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CONTACT US

Address:
B-22, Maruti Industrial Estate, Opp. Kirti Tools, Phase-1, Bombay Conductor Road, Vatva GIDC, Ahmedabad-382 445, INDIA

Email:
info@knifeedgegatevalve.com
info@procequip.com
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